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BANKCODE VT PRO
Our new e-learning platform leverages the latest in corporate
education; our courses feature full motion HD video, interactive
games and simulations, review modules, and testing to maximize
skill development and retention.
VT PRO is our mid-tier subscription that gives access to
over 70 hours of recorded power calls that feature practical
tips on how to successfully communicate, negotiate, and
sell in common business situations to each personality type.

WHAT YOU GET
VT Pro gives you opportunities to gain momentum and
takes you to the next level with the B.A.N.K. methodology
with real-world scenarios, self-disciplined B.A.N.K. Circuit
Training, and live training events.
 B.A.N.K. Speed Coding™ VT Courses
 B.A.N.K. Speed Coding Interactive Gaming
 B.A.N.K. Pro Audio Downloads™
 B.A.N.K. Pro Circuit Training
 Success Selling System VT Courses
 Ticket to a Live Sales Velocity Power Training Event
 Plus all the benefits of VT CORE!

INCREASE YOUR SALES UP TO 300%
THE SECRETS

THE SCIENCE

THE SYSTEM

THE SOLUTION

PRO SUBSCRIPTION
•

80% of all sales are made by just the top 8% of
salespeople. VT Pro teaches you how to beat the
odds and close more sales!

•

Increase your sales with pro-level understanding of
the secrets, the science and the system of B.A.N.K.

•

Learn from B.A.N.K. experts and master trainers at
live events for a more effective, integrated learning
experience.

•

Get traction, accelerate your momentum, and make
more money in a fraction of the time.

•

See sales results you can take to the BANK in a much
shorter time than possible with just the basics!

•

Access the most relevant B.A.N.K. training programs
24/7 for next level sales.

PLUS $99 ACTIVATION & $29.95/MO
SUBSCRIBE TODAY @ BANKCODE.COM

RETAIL PRICE

$997/YR
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BANKCODE VT PRO
B.A.N.K. PRO™ AUDIO DOWNLOADS (7 HOURS)
7 hours of Cheri Tree’s powerful and entertaining
applied B.A.N.K. scenarios are a companion to B.A.N.K.
Fundamentals and Speed Coding VT courses.
These downloadable podcasts feature success stories,
examples, case studies, scientific data, and insider
information—and they can be accessed at any time!

B.A.N.K. SPEED CODING™ VT (13 COURSES)

SUCCESS SELLING SYSTEM VT (12 COURSES)

You’ll learn how to reveal a person’s code using visual
and auditory clues. We train you to recognize the verbal
and non-verbal cues for each B.A.N.K. Code™, ask
revealing questions to confirm a person’s code, and
accurately pinpoint a prospect’s buying behavior in less
than three minutes.

Discover how to leverage B.A.N.K. during every step of
the sales process—or “summit the sales mountain” as
we like to call it.

Practice coding simulations in our interactive gaming
environment and get immediate feedback on your skills!

We take you through each step of a successful sale from
lead generation to close and show you the best ways
to build rapport, handle objections with confidence,
generate unending referrals and quality leads in your
target market, and refine the delivery of your messages!

B.A.N.K. PRO CIRCUIT TRAINING & POWER CALLS VAULT

SALES VELOCITY POWER TRAINING EVENT TICKET

Rotate through the Blueprint, Action, Nurturing, and
Knowledge lessons—first in the Mastermind Vault, and
then continue with shorter, more frequent, intervals with
the recordings in the B.A.N.K. PRO Power Calls Vault.

With your ticket to this two-day interactive Sales Velocity
Power Training Event, you get a chance to focus on
practically applying the four key factors in the sales
velocity equation taught in B.A.N.K. Fundamentals.

MASTERMIND VAULT has over 60 hours of Cheri Tree

or one of our other expert trainers and special guests
leading a 1-hour training call that features practical tips
on how to successfully communicate, negotiate, and
sell in common business situations.

You will plan an actionable S.M.A.R.T. goal strategy
to execute on the four factors, and join together with
your local B.A.N.K. community to improve business
communication.

B.A.N.K. PRO POWER CALLS VAULT has 10 hours of 10 to

15-minute Power Calls that focus on each personality
type – one value at a time. Each call addresses how to
identify clues and communicate, negotiate, and close
the sale based one specific value.

QUESTIONS?

SUPPORT@BANKCODE.COM | 1-480-378-BANK (2265)

